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Travelport and SAS Sign New Multi-Year Full Content Agreement
27 January 2015
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Travelport (NYSE:TVPT), a leading Travel Commerce Platform providing distribution,
technology, payment and other solutions for the $7 trillion global travel and tourism industry,
has today announced a new, multi-year, full content agreement with SAS, Scandinavia’s leading
airline. The new agreement means that all of Travelport’s 67,000 connected travel agents can
continue to access SAS content.
SAS has committed to Travelport Rich Content and Branding, a key component of the
Travelport Commerce Platform, which allows airlines to market and retail their products more
effectively by controlling how their product is visually presented and described to travel agents.
It is designed to enable partner airlines and other travel content suppliers to use more
sophisticated retailing techniques in order to drive sales of core products as well as ancillaries.
Over 85 airlines have now signed up to Rich Content and Branding, including national airlines
and low cost carriers.
SAS has also signed up to make paid seating, a key ancillary service for the airline, available
through Travelport’s Commerce platform. This service offers agents the ability to book
chargeable seats with, for example, extra leg room, as part of the existing booking workflow.
Per Wehlander, Head of GDS Agreements & Distribution Planning with SAS, commented: “We
are pleased to have reached this new agreement with Travelport and are excited about the
potential for growth its latest point of sale solutions offer our business.”
Robin Ranken, Travelport’s Head of Airline Services Europe, added: “I am thrilled that SAS has
recognised the value of Travelport’s Travel Commerce Platform. We are allowing airlines the
ability to market themselves in a highly individual way that we believe sets us apart from our
competitors. We have a long standing relationship with SAS and look forward to even more
success together in the future.”

About Travelport
Travelport is the technology company which makes the experience of buying and managing travel continually
better. It operates a travel commerce platform providing distribution, technology, payment and other
solutions for the global travel and tourism industry. The company facilitates travel commerce by connecting
the world’s leading travel providers with online and offline travel buyers in a proprietary business-to-business
(B2B) travel platform.
Travelport has a leading position in airline merchandising, hotel content and distribution, car rental, mobile
commerce and B2B payment solutions. The company also provides IT services to airlines, such as shopping,
ticketing, departure control and other solutions. With net revenue of over $2.5 billion in 2018, Travelport is
headquartered in Langley, U.K., has over 3,700 employees and is represented in approximately 180 countries
and territories.
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